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functional? Or does "professional" here
mean one who is abIe to tell or sell a story
on demand? If it is, then Dr Lienhardt is
talking of the informant. Or, does" a professional" refer to one who has a mo~
retentive memory and greater gifts for
narration and therefore is more acclaimed
as a story-teller? I know one such.
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The Transcription Centre
discussion on
oral literary expression

called Kyiakor near
Saltpond in the Central Region of Ghana
where I grew up. There, if you entered any
compound between eight and twelve o'clock
in the evening you might or might not come
upon a group of women and children gathered either by a fire or just anywhere tellin.
each other stories. Sometimes if you were
lucky, you would not have to enter a house.
On the market-place where they sold kerosene, oranges, and biscuits, men of all age
groups told stories to each other. Anyone
could tell a story because in these groups
everyone performed the dual role of narrator-audience. As long as a man managed
to come in first with his" you are lying ",
addressed to a narrator, he was able to take
his turn at telling a tale. And the tension
which nearly always built up towards the
end of a story because of people's eagerness
to speak contributed towards the fun. However I remember Papa Amoanyi best because he seemed then to know more stories
than anyone else, and his stories seemed
always to be the most involved and the most
interesting. I also remember that he was
the leader of a group and sometimes when
there was a wake-keeping in town, the
funeral-owners would go to him with a
bottle of Akpeteshie (local gin) and ask him
to bring his men. They would tell storie.
all night, and as the night wore on, the
funeral owners would supply Papa Amoanyi
and his group with more gin and cola nuts.
These helped to keep them awake. To the
best of my knowledge they were never paid.
What is more, the group only about started
the evening and what normally happened
was that other people joined them not only
to listen but to take up their turns at telling
stories.
I know of other circumstances in which
people solemnly told stories to amuse one
another. For example there were cases of
men who for periods in the year would
leave the village with some members of
their families and retire to homesteads in
the woods to hunt either the grasscutter
from their corn farms or the monkeys from
the cocoa plantations. And more often than
not these people would, in the evening,
gather by their fires to tell stories. I participated in such gatherings when I was a
child.
Now I would like to know from Dr
Lienhardt what ideas about African oral
literature have been confused with those the
English and Irish had about their folklore.
I should have thought that it would be
easier in a period like this to find out from
Africa (since she offers the opportunity to
interested parties) what actually operates in
the process of the creation or transmission of
tp
oral literature.
THERE IS A VILLAGE

IT WOULD NOT BE AN EXAGGERATION to say
that nearly all the collectors who have reduced African oral literature to written
material were Euro-American anthropologists. And this does not imply a censure.
Indeed as a white missionary friend would
put it, "If they had not done it, who
would? "
However one wonders when the traditional literature of this continent would be
considered as literature rather than supplementary anthropological data? I want to
have an answer to my question because I
consider rather strange the following comment from Dr Lienhardt, in the discussion
on the African oral tradition in the Jul y
issue:

There is not one good and convIncIng
account from my reading, of adults sitting
together in an African village, telling one
another stories for entertainment. Not
one! And if one were found, it would be
most valuable to have. This material
simply has not been collected, I imagine,
but on the whole people have copied
earlier ideas that the English and the
Irish had about their own folk-lore and
referred it, to some extent, to Africa, and
I have never seen a group of adult villagers solemnly sitting down to amuse
one another with folk tales. They may
have done so of course, fifty years ago.
What is he implying? What does he want
to be told? At any rate, I have a feeling that
one would have to know what the discussion
was about in order to understand the points
he tried to make.
For instance, what meanings does he want
to give to the word "professional" in the
context of oral literature. What category of
a professional entertainer does Dr Lienhardt
know in Nigeria? What others has he come
across both in his field work and in his
reading? Does the use of this word in the
discussion have anything to do with
functional and non-functional art? In which
case I was right to detect an implication in
his remarks that the African folk tale may
be inferior to the Celtic-Anglo-Saxon tradition because the former is functional and the
latter was not? Assuming this premise is
correct, may I ask Dr Lienhardt if for art
to be good it should of a necessity be non-

Lowering
the sights
Merle Babrow

Britain and South A/rica. by Dennis Austin
(Oxford University Press -for RIIA, 35s)
THIS, IS AN IMPORTA T and substantial book on
a crucial question of British foreign policy. The
opponents of apartheid have called for sanctions
ag-ainst South Africa not only for moral reasons,
but on the grounds that it is in the self-interest
of the West to intervene in South Africa and
impose a solution by force while it can still do
so. Mr Austin takes a cool, hard-headed look at
this claim and at the interests of Britain.
.In :3 subtle and skilful analysis he weighs and
balances a wide range of considerations and, not
unexpectedly, comes to the conclusion that
sanctions would certainly not be in the interests
of Britain who, as South Africa's major trading
partner, would stand to lose most at a time when
she can ill afford it.
Moreover, there is a strong case against coercion because of the enormous difficulties and
heavy consequences involved in any attempt to
change the system from outside. Mr Austin
methodically raises. the formidable problemsof money,. troops, and agreement over aimsthat intervention would involve.
In assessing Britain's relations with South
Africa, the crux of the matter, for Mr Austin,
lies .in the internal situation and prospects for
South Africa in the forseeable future. The
stability and prosperity under the Nationalist
government, the weakness of the divided opposition, the inability of, the OAU to help theunderground or to mount an offensive against
South Africa, are such that white rule is likely
to continue for a long time. In these circumstances, intervention would provoke rather than
prevent a fierce conflict. However, if there were
widespread disorders, the situation would change
and there would be a strong case for ,British
and American intervention, on a scale both
"massive and long term, including the use of
ovenvhelming military power, an, occupying
force, and indefinite period of administration,
very large allocations of funds to cover the cost
of the operation, and the resolute enforcement
of wh'atever, solution could be reached by international agreement."
At. present, there are no signs of circumstances
which would justify such uncertain and dangerous acts, and until there are, "even the United
States, despite its immense resources, must be
reluctant to create by its own actions a whole
ne\v area of responsibility where today a relatively prosperous society exists, however harsh
the laws and however anxiously one may ponder
its future."
MR AUSTIN DOES NOT LIKE APARTHEID, but he is
profoundly conservative - suspicious of the need
for long-term programmes or even firm principles in politics; and sceptical of the consequen-

ces of violent or rapid change, especially in
Africa. He has little faith in, indeed a great
dread of the consequences that would follow the
end of white rule in South Africa. As th·ngs
are now there is at least efficient government
and economic prosperity. He even suggests that,
because of this, the Protectorates and South
West Africa might well be better off under the
South African go ernment.
.
Mr Austin's conclusions are in line with the
traditional British view that foreign policy
should be determined by immediate interests,
rather than by long-term predictions 'and conidera tions. They reflect the now widespread
desire of Britain to attend to her own problems
and disengage from her far-flung, troublesome
and unprofitable commitments and responsibilities and, in particular, he would like to get out
of Southern Africa as fast as he possibly can.
There are many other problems in other areas
of the world that we must attend to, he says,
for instance; China (though Britain seems to be
disengaging rapidly from South-East Asia too).
Mr Austin's arguments about the stability and
prosperity of 'South Africa under white rule,
about the \veaknesses of the African opposition
and the OAU, about the dangerous consequences, are weighty and convincing. Yet one is left
with a feeling of deep disquiet. If we never act
for fear of the consequences, we shall never act
at all. Economic prosperity and efficiency are
important, but they are not everything. Mr
Austin pays lip-service to the importance of
human rights and international la\v, he indulges
in the usual condemnations of the South African
government, but he always ends up with conclusions that only they would approve of. He
not only submits to harsh realities, he makes no
attempt to challenge or contain them. His
considerable skill and subtlety are never ·used to
devise means of combating apartheid and the
dangers that might arise from the potentially
explosive situat·ion in Southern Africa, but only
in producing arguments' why nothing can possibly be done about it.

THIS IS PARTICULARLY EVIDENT in his chapters
on the United Nations and the Protectorates. He
wants Britain to depart from these troublesome
territories with almost ungainly haste; and his
argument that a British, United Nations, or,
international presence would be of no use is
unconvincing" to say the least. In his section
on the United Nations, he seems more concerned
to find ways of evading any possible calls for
action, following a decision of the International
Court of Justice against South Africa, than to
examine the merits and wider consequences- of
the case.
However, I hope the opponents of apartheid,
especially the advocates of sanctions, will take
Mr Austin's book seriously and resist the
temptation to resort to polemics. It may force
re-thinking, and a recognition of harsh facts;
some, perhaps, al,ready tacitly accepted. Britain,
pre-occupied with her own econo~ic problems,
trying to find and adjust' to a new role in the
world, is unlikely to change her poHcy in
Southern Africa. She will only resent accusations
and attempts to browbeat her. Instead of making
unrealistic demands, .it might be, wiser for the
South' African' opp'osition to low.er its sights,
for the meantime take a longer view, and make
more modest and practical suggestion over the
Protectorates 'and South West Africa.
The revolutiqI}, _as J \llius Le~in predicted a
few years ago. (and as I mistakenly denied in
this journal!) is not around the corner. If it
comes, it wilL not be precipitated by the West;
t4e South Afric;ln opposition will have to fight
.•
its own battles.
d
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Hell by Jean Larteguy,(Cassell,

" A TREME DOUS SUCCESS" attended the publication df this novel in, France, where "sales
exceed 200,000 copies". 'However things
may be in France, eisewhere the book is headed
inexorably for the remainder counters.

now

It purports to be an account of " actual events
in the Congo" and a " scathing criticism of the
mishandling of. African affairs". But the attempt
to unravel the desperately involved confusion of
events in the Congo itself ends only in complete
confusion - and something' worse, hopeless
triviality as well. CompHcation follows complication, detail is piled on "authentic" detail:
the more variety of incident· the reader ploughs
through, the more everything takes on an awful
sameness. Even the sexual bits are laborious
routine, obviously put there out of a sense of
obligation (and perhaps with an eye to p'aperback
publicati,on); too perfunctory to be erotic in ~ny
meaningful sense.
The most unforgiveable thing about the novel,
however, is its portentous nullity; its failure, in
spite, of all its pretensions, to convey a feeling
of concern about anything, sexual or political or
racial. Those who were in the Congo at the
time may find a certain superficial air of
.H explanation"
of the crisis the novel claims
to- be concerned with. ,But explanation never
rises above" the level of the gossip column, a
certain tour-de-force of scandal-mongering that
I imagine probably reproduces very accurately
exactly the kind of ignorant and malicious gossip
current among Europeans on the periphery' of
those events of 1960-62. For such people, this
book offers the pleasure of seeing their own
prejudices reproduced in print, their own discussion of personalities (for some reason, fractionally " disguised" under perfe~tly transparent
noms-de-plume) reproduced hI all their spitefulness and given the sanctity of print.
For the rest of us, there is only specious
generalisation, stupid characterisation, and a
dreary cynicism, all wrapped up in a tedious
display of expertise about the more disreputable
military underworlds of Africa and the Far East
- an air of being in on the best brothels, the
most permissive whores, of two continents. M.
Larteguy does go" on so with the' names of
Laotian dishes (of both kinds) - he will insist
on giving us the unsavoury lowdown, breathing
it heavily into our ears.
.
But as .for 'any real apprehension of the
real compassion for a people caught
up in a crisis of pain and destruction, any real
feeling for the insufferable tragedy of the Congo
-- of these there is nothing - all buried under
an irreqeemable lan4 complacent tr~viality.,
issue~, ,any
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The Bushbabies by William Stevenson (Hutchinson, 15s)
This is a completely delightful book - one
tha1t deserves to become a classic of childr~n's
literature. It's an account of a journey··, 'across
East Africa by a sm'all girl, her adult African
friend, and her bushbaby pet, all of them involved all the way in flood, fire, and a series of
other (completely convincing) dangers and accidents. The journey - on foot - is in fa'ct a
pilgrimage, a long and sustained ioodbye to the
Aftica which the girl and· her. family are leaving
for good - a pilgrimage fiHed "\'Vith the sights
and sounds and smells of Africa, all registered
with an admirable sensitivity of eye and mind.
It is one of the most successively evocative and
authentic books on Africa that have ever been
written.

•

Any Old Lion by John Mark Jay (Leslie Frewin,
25s)
Impossible to im'agine Why this book was ever
wri~ten. The ·author was the stills photographer

on the team that made the film Born Free. What
he offers is no mbre than a stupefyingly banal
account of that experience - if it deserves the
name - 'and a precis of the mindless gossip
that he 'and other members of the team exchanged with one another for the extent of the
process of filming. No more. As Mr Jay is, on
his own showing, developed at considerable
length, a person of almost feminine timidity, his
story is excruciatingly embarrassing when it's not
just dull.

Alfred Hutchinson
lnapatua by John Patrick (Cassell, Australia,
25s)
INAPATUA OF ARUNTA legend were prehuman creatures inb:a'biting the central pl'a1ns of
Australia. The Gods, NumbukuUa, came down
from the Western sky and, with their great stone
knives, fashioned the Inapatua into human
beings.
The Inapatua of John Patrick's novel is a
young Aboriginal, born into the Abunda ~'be
but adopted when he was five years old by
white foster parents. When the story opens
I rritcha, or Chalky Carson as he is called by
his white friends, is eighteen and has just fuiled
his school leaving examination. He is disappointed and restless and when his brother, Dhal'ja,
invites him to the tribal "Walkabout" and the
THE

Lartna and Arilta Inrtlatlon ceremonies he
he receives from him, and a longing for his love
and comp'anion~hip. But, in spite of his stern
accepts. He is, however, completely unprepared
for the ordeals which follow. He aJmost dies of ',- ··fa-ther, K'ofi's childhood is not altogether an unhappy one. There is the warmth and affection
thirst in the desert and is then subjected to the
painful initiation into full warrior status along
of his mother and the companionship of his
brothers 'and sister 'and their many relations.
with the other young men; the ulmerka of the
tribe. At the culmination of the ceremonies he
Jihe social background ot' Ghana in the
is presented with the young bride who has been
1930's is laced with inconsistencies. But in the
reserved for him since her birth.
world of childhood the familiar is accepted withAfter the "\Valkabout" Irritcha returns to
out question; the Fetish Priests and Catholic
the city but his wife cannot m'ake the adjustFathers both have their place and their uses.
ments to urban Hfe and tragedy follows. For a
It does not seem inconsistent to Kofi that a dead
child's body should smell out rhe witch that
while Irritcha flounders. He lives for a short
time with a white woman but this brings him no
killed it before receiving a C'athoHcburial. NQr
real s'atisfaction. He feels himself to be less than
is it odd to him that his grandfather, who has
had eight wives, can live without confl(ict bes·ide
a complete human being and' only when his
tribal wife is almost dying does he re'aHse that ,. his Christian father and mother. Ceremonies to
placate" evil spirits and prayers to the ancestors
his true place is with her and the tribe. When,
ar~ as much a part of Kofi's background as Mass
finally, his son is born he is no longer an
Inapatua but has reached manhood.
and confession and school. The new and the
As John P'atrick explains in the foreword, the
traditiona'l are blended rather than opposed..
Abunda are a composite of a number of AborKofi's whole family is uprooted time and time
again as his father is promoted by ~he Mission
iginal tribes, and ~here is no doubt that Mr
Patrick has done a great deal of research into
to schools which need his firm han1d and adminthe anthropological background to his story. His
istration. As a result of one of these moves Kofi
has to live away from home for two years in
descriptions of tribal customs, the nom'adic life
on the "Walkabbut" and the details of the
order to attend school in Keta. The clash
initiation ceremonies - which comprise almost
between father 'and'-son comes when Kofi is
two-thirds' of '~he book - are sensitive and acfourteen. Then, for the first time, he refuses to
curate. This section of the book alone should
bend to his father's will, and, in spite of vicious
ensure its success with white readers.
beatings, finds ,the strength and pride to defy
For the rest I do not think Mr Patrick has
his father. This is the end of Kofi's childhood.
But, although he senses his father's loneliness
been so successful. His characters do not come
to life; Irritdha 1S unconvincing and the book is
and need for love, ·he cannot, even then, achieve
structurally not well balanced. But m:ainly I
the father-son relationship for which he craves.
The Narrow Path is n'ot a weighty book and
would criticise Mr P.a'trick for flirting with the
problem of the A'b origintal in Australia; for
contains no great message, but it is well written
failing to portray the agony df his situation; for
and the style is lucid and controlled throughout.
having too much sentiment and too little realism.

•

Programmed Learning for Africa

The Narrow Path by Francis Selormey (Heinemann, 18s)

Stillit'Books Ltd.

is refreshingly simple.
He deals With no great national or internation1al
problems. His problems are very person'a!. The
book is the story of Kofi's childhood; the narrow
path of his strict upbringing; the ch'ildish departures from ,the path and the resul'tant gu'ilts
and punishments. In how far Kofi's childhood
is Francis Selormey's own .we are not to1d, but
I suspect tbat the book is largely autobiographical. The characters and incidents come to Me so
vividly, that they must surely be drawn from the
author's own 'P~rson'al experience.
.
Kofi's childhoOd is dominated by the figure, Of
his father: a stern, aloof man, headm:aster of a
Catholic mission school and a' strict disciplinar-:ian both at school and at home. Kofi is tOm
between fear of his father ~nd the 'severe beat!ings
FRANCIS SELORMEY'S BOOK

publishers of programmed text-books for use
with the Stlllitron teaching aid

texts at primary, secondary
and advanced ~evels' in aLl
subjects. P~ease write. for'
brochure and book lists. -,

Stillit Books Ltd.
(Dept NA1)
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No Longer at Ease by Chinua Achebe (John
Day, New York, $3.95; Heinemann, London,
30s)
CHINUA ACHEBE'S first ~hree novels can be read
as an imaginative chronicle of Nigeria in recent
generations: Things Fall Apart was the story
of Okonkwo, whose career of honour is broken
by his killing the white m'an's messenger, and
who is almost betrayed by his Christian son;
Khadarnbi Asalache
No Longer at Ease tells of Obi, the grandson of
Okonkwo, to some extent a victim, of the
customs ,of his people, by which he is torn from
the woman he loves, wh'o is an osu, and df the
westernised corruption of the capital, where he
works as a civil serVant. While Arrow of God,
to my mind the most considerable of these firslt
three novels, does not seem to have been conceived as a stage in this sequence, its story of
Ezeulu, ~he priest and his stroggle with Winterbottom, the District Officer, elaborates on themes
from the two earlier works. Most striking of
Men Without Evenings by David Gill (Obatto these is the individual's effort to maintain his
and Windus with the Hogarth Press, 15 s)
integrity and find personal grace, seen against
the background and within the process of vast
I READ THE TITLE and then hastened to look at
cultural and social change.
the blurb on the cover of the book to find out
A Man of the People, Chinua Achebe's latest
who these men 'are. I should bave guessed. They
novel, continues this chronicle with almost
couldn't be any other people but Africans.
~ prophetic topicality. It is the story of Odili
The setting is Uganda. David Gill taught
Samalu, an Aifdcan-educated tea'cher who is
there some two years ago. He wrote the poems
drawn into the polittical struggle ag'ainst governin this book during his stay there. The poems
mental corruption in an unnamed independent
are neither understatements nor overstatements.
African state. He finds himself opposing Chief
They are records of what he saw. Through them
N anga, the "man of the people", in a general
I can nearly see what he saw. I'll give an'
election. Odili stands for the Common People's
example:
Convention, mysteriously financed from the
You do not know this Byaruhanga: he is short
E-ast, against Nanga's People's Organisation
and his belly swells like a toffee-apple above
Party, partly financed from Britain. The subtlehis spindly legs,. and he is black and wants
ties of Odili's purpose and patriotism are further
to go to school.
complicated by the fact that Nanga has shamed
And closely linked to David Gill's involve-.
him in an affair with a woman. In the apocalypment with the desires of his subject is his
tic ending of the novel, the brief victory of
ability to be objectively accurate in his depiction
N'anga's POP is shattered by a military coup,
of the re'3'sons for these desires. The poem
but Odili seems to find some purpose and
continues:
fulfilment in his love for Edna, the girl who was
the siliceous patter~s dazzled,
once destined to be Nanga's " parlour wife ".
dazzled and danced and left him dazed
Yet the flowering of Nigerian literature in
staring at us with the linings of his pockets out
English and the canon of Achebe's noveis as a
for similes he does not have:
whole require that one re·ad A Man of the People
The gap between desires and achievement in
as
more (or dther) than a do'cumentary (~ee
a simple society lis 'a big one. Choices are limited.
Gill's tribesmen are closely linked with the Bernth Lindfoe's article" Nigerian Novels" in
landscape 'against which their lives are played Africa Report for June 1966). Like Joyce's
Dubliners, it m'ay be taken as "a chapter in the
out. His intrusion into their world fonns the
moral history" of the author's country (contibasis fto~ which his poetry arises. As statements, his poems move - in exquisite patterns. nent), and as a further exploration of the
The flow of their sympathy counters the bleak artist's range and craft. It seems to me to have
relevance beyond its temporal and local origins,
revelations one meets. Although the setting is
remote (to some people) the needs and hopes of as a general comment on, the reconciliation of
the Men. Without Evenings are universal. The the individual's private and publ~c lives.
book is outstanding and for once I rej oiced in
IT IS A FINELY ACHIEVED NOVEL; there is a great
following "a white man's" safari into darkest
Am~.'
• range and variety of character and incident,
precise realisation of setting and a random yet

Uganda
revelations

relentless thrust to the narrative.
It is in many ways a departure for Achebe.
It is a comic novel, satiric and yet understanding
of the picture of corruption, violence and apathy
whiCh it paints. Its descrip-tion of the Minister
who fears ·th'at his cook has poi'soned his coffee
(in fact the N escafe has run out and the cook
has used OHMS - "our home-made stuff")
and of the inaugural meeting of Nanga's election
campaign, in which Odili is beaten within inches
of his life, are almost Rabelaisi~n.
Yet it is ~he highly personal story of Odili
Samalu wh'ic'h makes thi's _a comic novel in an
almost mythic sense. It ends with the preparations for the wedding of Odili and Edn'a
(A'chebe's previous three novels all end on
im-ages of death or separation), and it is in this
highly person'al and yet socially significant union
that the narrator seems to find his personal
grace. There is, in fact, a certaJin niarrative
ellipsis ·and detachment in the account of the
coup. The old corruption is ended but it is on
the image of 'an individual whose integrity and
commitment have been maintained, at a tremendous price, that the novel ends.
Odil'i's friend and colleague, Max, has been
killed by his political opponent, Ohief Koko.
His death is avenged by his fi'ancee, Eunice:
She sto'od like a stone figure, I W'aiS told . . .
Then she opened her handbag as if to take
out a h'andkerchief, took out a pistol 'instead
and fired tWo buHets... into Chlief Kt>ko's
chest. Only then did she fall down on Max"s
body and begin to weep like a womao;and
then the palicemen seized her 'and dragged
her.,.--away. A very strange girl, people said.
(p. 160).
For I do honestly beiieve that in the fatdripping, gummy, eat-'arrd-Iet-eat regime just
ended . . . in such a regime, I say, you died
a good death if your life h'a's insp!ired someone
to come forward and shoot your murderer in
the chest - without asking to be paid. - (p.
167).
Odili, too, mUs'tact as a political instrument
before he can find more persona~ fulfilment. It
seem,s to me that this level of the novel is as
finely.realised as the documentary side.
This is the first of Achebe's novels to be told
in the firstt person by the central figure; the
first set in an unnamed African country (how
far t:hat country is from Nigeria, who knows?)
and it is the first in which the central figure is
articull~ te about signs of hope and continuance.
vhe immediate historj'cal struggles seem to be
pa'st. The struggle is now within individU'~ds.
However one ~nterpr.ets these new directions,
A Man of the People continues to extend the
range of Achebe's writi~g. Even the la~guage is
challenged and fulfiled by the proverbial Wisdom
the ,pidgin Eng,lish and the variety of the di'a~
logue~ This -is a fine novel.
.
.•

